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and R. L. Morse

ABSTRACT
The achievement of significant nuclear energy yielda from laser heated pellets
of thermonuclear fuel requires that the fuel be compressed to at least seversl orders
of msgnitude abwe
initial density.
Such compressions can be attained by spherical
implosions, but because of the large canpreasion ratios required, these implosions
must be highly symmetrical,
Calculations of the behavior of imploding spheres and
shells by a spherical harmonic perturbation method, and by tio dimensional hydrodynamic codes within their limitations, have shown the importance of electron thermal conduction in the lW density ablation cloud of a pellet in bringing about the
required aynsaetry. These calculations shou that at early time fn the heating of a
pellet when the ablation cloud is relatively small and cold, the synmetry requirements are most severe and call for as many aa four laser beams.
Ha?ever, symmetry
requirements at later times , when most of the laser energy must be deposited, may
be met by as few as one beam.
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